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Abstract. We prove that if {a Ç k+\ order type of a is a cardinal} is station-

ary, then Jensen's principle DK fails. We also show that VkD* is consistent

with a superstrong cardinal.

1. Introduction

The results of this paper were motivated by the question "Where can cox

be sent in Woodin's non-stationary tower?" ([W88]). A set ss? c £P(X) is
stationary (in 9°(X)) iff V/: X<w -» X 3a £ sé (a ¿ X) such that a is

closed under /. By "wx can be sent to /c" (in symbols cox -> k) we mean

{a ç K\ot(a) = cox} is stationary. More generally, a cardinal k is preserved

(Pr(/c)) iff {a ç /c|ot(a) is a cardinal} is stationary. If k is Ramsey, then

toi -» k ; Chang's conjecture is equivalent to œx -> w2 ([KM]). We show
below that Pr(/c+) implies ->DK . (It was known that Chang's conjecture implies

-iDß,, .) We also show that V/c-i Pr(K+) is consistent with a superstrong cardinal

(by showing that V/cD* is consistent with a superstrong cardinal). It is easy to

see that if k is supercompact, then Pr(/c+).

We start with some basic well-known definitions and results. A generic em-

bedding is an elementary embedding j : V -* (M, E) defined in some generic
extension of V. We assume that the wellfounded part of (M, E) is collapsed

to a transitive set. If P is the partial order of stationary subsets of &(X) (or-
dered by inclusion) and G ç P is generic, then we get a generic embedding

j: V —► (M, E). The model (M, E) is the ultrapower V^^/G and cn(j) <
X. Also, there is an A £ M (A is [id]) such that {B £ M\M 1= B £ A} = j"X
(we abbreviate this by j"X£~M) (see [F] for proofs).

Lemma 1.1. Assume j: V —► (M, E) is a generic embedding with cp(j) < X

and j"X~£~M.  Then X is in the wellfounded part of M, for all X ç X (with
X £ V)   X £M, and 3] £M such that Va £ XM 1= "j(a) = 7(a)".

Proof. This follows easily since j"X £ M.   D

Definition 1.2.  Pr(/c) means that {a c /c|ot(a) is a cardinal} is stationary.

Lemma 1.3. The following are equivalent:

(1) Pr(*+).
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(2)  There is a generic embedding j: V —► (M, E) such that cp(j) < k+ ,

j"k+~£~M, and M \= "/c+ is a cardinal".

Proof. (1) —> (2). Force with the stationary subsets of 3°(k+) below {a c

k+\ ot(a) is a cardinal}. So we just need to check that M \= "k+ is cardinal".

But Aft="ot([id]) is a cardinal", and ot([id]) is k+.
(2) -» (1). Let /: (k+)<w -» K+ (with f £ V). In M, j"K+ is closed

under j(f) and ot(j"K+) = k+ is a cardinal.   D

Clearly, cox —> k implies Pr(/c). A cardinal k is Jónsson iff {a ç k\ \a\ = k}

is stationary. If C is a set of ordinals, then C is all limit points of C. Ok

means 3(Ca: a £ k+) such that:

( 1 )  Ca is club in a,

(2) ß £ (Ca)' implies Cß = Ca n ß ,
(3) cf(a) < «: implies ot(Ca) < k .

A cardinal k is superstrong if there is an elementary embedding j: V —> Af

with cp(_/') = K and ^(K) c M. If P is a partial order, then P is a (a an

ordinal) strategically closed iff

(Vpi3p2 ...QPß... )(Pi >p2 > • •* > Pß > ■ • • )

where Q is 3 if ß is even and V if ß is odd and the string of a many

quantifiers is interpreted as a game. If M, N are models of ZFC, then M ~¿ N

means that V^ = VXN . For basic results about extenders see [MS]. For any other

unexplained notions see [J].

2. Failure of box

Theorem 2.1. Let k be a cardinal. If Pr(/c+), then ->Ok-

Proof. Assume that {a c x+\ot(a) is a card} is stationary and therefore there

is a generic embedding ;': V —* (M, E) such that cp(y') < k+ , j"k+~£~M , and
M 1= "k+ is a card". Everywhere below k+ denotes the successor cardinal of k

in V. We assume the wellfounded part of M is collapsed to a transitive set,

so by Lemma 1.1, k+ £ M, there is a j £ M such that M 1= "/: /c+ —> Ord"

and Va e k+M N "7(a) = ./(a)", and for all ÍCfc+ (with X e K) X £ M.
Therefore M 1= "k+ is a successor card" and cp(j) < k+ .

We may assume j(k+) > k+ . (If j(k+) = k+ , then k+ is Jónsson and so

every stationary subset of k+ reflects ([T]) and therefore ->DK .)

Towards a contradiction assume (Ca: a £ k+) is a DK sequence. Now work

in M. So (j(C)a: a £ j(k+)) is a D7-(K) sequence. Let y = supaeK+;(a).

So j(k) < y < j(k+) and cf(y) = k+ . Let y = ot(7'(C)y). So y < j(x) and

cf(7) = K+ .

Since 7 < y and cf(y) = k+ , the range of j is bounded in 7, say ab is

the bound. Choose v £ (j(C)7)' n (7"k+)' with ot(;'(C)j, n v) > aft. Let n

be minimal such that j(n) > v (so supj n = v). Since j(C)v = j(C)y n ^ ,

we have that ab < ot(j(C)v) < 7. If J(n) = v, then j(C)v = j(C„) and so

ot(j(C)v) £ range of j, contradiction. So j(n) > v. Since sup./ ?/ = ¡>, we

have 7'(C^)ni^ = j(C)v . Choose p such that p < n and ot(j(C)vnj(p)) > ab .

Since j(C„) n v= j(C)v and J(p) < v , ot(j(C„)nJ(p)) = ot(j(C)„ nj(p)).

But ot(j(C„) n ;'(p)) = 7'(ot(Q n p)), a contradiction.    D
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In [LMS] they show it is consistent (from a 2-huge) that cox -» w^+i . The

above theorem and work of Steel, Mitchell and Schimmerling ([MS], [S], [MSS])

show that ft>i —> cow+x (or just Pr(cuw+i)) gives an inner model with a cardinal

k such that o(k) = k++ . (It is shown in [S] that -iD^ gives such a model.)

Schimmerling also gets an inner model of a Woodin cardinal from the failure

of weaker principles; this suggests the following questions. Does wx —> coco+x

imply the failure of the weak square property (-iDJJ ? Does cox -» com+x imply

stationary reflection at o)w+x ?

3. Box and superstrong cardinals

Theorem 3.1. There is a class forcing P such that  Vr \="ZFC plus Vcard/c

DK". If V t= "f5 is superstrong", then Vr t= "r5 is superstrong".

Proof.  P will be the Easton support iteration of the standard forcings for adding

a square sequence. The main point is to check that superstrong cardinals are

preserved. For any cardinal k let BK = the set of all functions p such that:

(1) dom(p) =the limit ordinals < y for some y £ k+ ,

(2) p(a) C a is club,

(3) cf(a) <k => ot(p(a)) < k ,

(4) if ß £ p(a)', then p(ß) = p(a) n ß .

It is easy to check that BK is k + 1 strategically closed (and so adds no new
k sequences of ordinals) and that VMk 1= DK (see [J], p. 255).

Given any ordinal ß define an iteration ¥(ß) with Easton support (direct

limits at inaccessible cardinals, inverse limits everywhere else) by letting QQ

name {1} if a < ß or if Fp(*'ra 1= "a is not a cardinal". Otherwise, Qa

names Ma (in J/p(*Ha). The forcing P we use is P(coi). The basic factor

lemma (see [B], 5.1-5.4) gives that for any y, ¥(ß) 2é V(ß) \ y*F(y) (where

P(7) names V(y) in Vr(-^^). Also, for any Mahlo cardinal y, ¥(ß) \y has

the 7-cc ([B], 2.4).

Claim. For any y, F(y) adds no new y sequences.

Proof of Claim. We will show that Va P(7) \a is 7 + 1 strategically closed, and

so the claim follows. We inductively define winning strategies Ta for P(7) \ a

such that:

(1) If Po,Pi, ■■■ is any play according to ta and ß < a, then p0 \ ß,

px \ ß, ...  is according to xß .

(2) \î po,Pi, ... is any partial play according to xa and for some ß < a

and for all i p¡ = p¡ \ ß~{l,...,), then ra(p0 ,...) = Ta(p0, ...) \

ß~(l,...).

The construction at limit stages is easy (note that if we do not have an inverse

limit at a, then cf(a) = a > y). For successor stages assume we have xa and

let &a be a name such that

^v(y)\a "àa witnesses Qa is 7 + 1 strategically closed".

(We may assume if / plays only l's, then 77's response with öa is 1 .) Now

let Ta+i((po, <7o), • • • ) = (tQ(Po,••■)> àa(qo,--.)).  This completes the proof

of the claim.   0

It is easy to see that Vf 1= ZFC (see [J], p. 196). Also Vp \= "Vcard/c UK ":

Let G be generic for P. Assume V[G] 1= "k is a card ". So V[G \ k] 1= "k is
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a card". Hence QK names l* in - V[G \ k] . Let k+ be the successor of k in

V[G \k]. So

V[G \ k + I] N "k and /c+ are still cardinals and DK".

Since in V[G\k + 1], P(/c + 1) = P(k+) ,P(k + 1) adds no new k+ sequences

to F[l7 f k + 1]. Hence v[C7] 1= "/c &K+ are cardinals and DK ".
Finally, suppose V t= k is superstrong. Let j: V ^ M witness this (so

Vm c M). Let G c P be generic. So F[C7] = V[GX][HX][H2] where C7, c P [

k, Hx c P(/c) t ;'(/c) and //2 C PC/CO) come from G. Let Hx = {p £ Hx\p
ends in a tail of l's}.

Claim.   Gx * Hx is generic for j(F \ k) over M.

Proof of Claim. Suppose D c j(T \ k) is dense and in M. Since M 1= "j(k) is

Mahlo" (it is superstrong), there is an inaccessible X < j(k) such that {p £ P \

X\p~(l, ...) £ D} is dense in P \ X. (Note that (P f X)M = P [ X.) So there

is a p £ G \ X such that p~(l, ...) £ D. Hence p~(l, ...) G Dn(Gx * Hx).
This completes the proof of the claim.   D

Hence we can extend ; to an elementary embedding j: V[GX] —> M[GX][HX],

Now let E be the (k , j(k)) extender derived from j . So we get the following

commutative diagram:

V[GX]      ^U      M[GX][HX]

iE \ / k

\Jlt(V[Gx],E)

Note that iE(K) = j(K), cp(fc) > J(k) and M[GX][HX] ~J(K) Ult(V[Gx],E).
Since V[G] adds no new k sequences (of ordinals) to F[tri], Ult(V[G], E)

makes sense and is well founded. Note that V[GX] t= k is strongly inaccessible

and so   V[G] ~K+,   V[GX]  and therefore Ult(V[G],E) ~J(K) Ult(V[Gx], E)

(and /£[GI(k) = j(k) also). We now show that V[G] *JW M[GX][HX] and

so V[G] \= k is superstrong. Clearly A/[C7i][./7iL(,C) c V[G]. So suppose x e

(V[G])j(K). We may assume that x c X where X < j(k) is a cardinal (j(k) is a

strong limit cardinal in V[G] since it is superstrong in M and therefore a limit

of Mahlos in V). So x e K[G [ A]. Hence x 6 1//(K)[G \ X] c M[Gi][^,].    D

This theorem shows that we cannot prove there is a successor cardinal k+

such that ojx —> k+ from a superstrong cardinal. Does a supercompact cardinal

imply the existence of such a k+ ?
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